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Abstract—With the unprecedented convenience brought by Apps on mobile devices, we are facing severe security attacks and privacy

leakage caused by them since they may stealthily access unclaimed or unneeded permissions for some purposes. Many works strive

to discover these malicious apps using program analysis techniques, however, they fail to tell users why an app needs to request the

permission from users’ perspective. In this paper, we leverage the power of the crowdsourced user reviews to understand why an app

requests a permission. We propose a framework, called SmartPI, that automatically identifies functionality-relevant user reviews and

infers the permission implication of them, bridging the gap between the functionalities and the actual behaviors of an app. In particular,

we extract features from the platform documents to identify functionality-relevant user reviews from noisy crowdsourced user reviews

with Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques. The topic model is further adopted to infer the permission implications of apps

from the functionality-relevant user reviews. More than 20,000 apps, 2,653,159 users, and 4,247,769 user reviews are crawled from

Google Play as a real-world dataset to evaluate the performance of SmartPI. The experiments results show that the permission usage

of apps can be better reflected by user reviews than the claimed descriptions of apps.

Index Terms—User reviews, permissions, overprivilege, malware, natural language processing
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1 INTRODUCTION

MOBILE devices such as smartphones and smartwatchs
are becomingmore andmore popular in our daily lives.

According to the public report published by GSMA [1], the
number of mobile users is over 5 billion since the middle of
2017. The statistical data show that there are more than two
million applications (a.k.a. apps) in both Google Play Store
andApple’s App Store, and the number is still increasing rap-
idly every day. Reports also show that over 1.5 billion apps
downloaded from Google Play every month. While enjoying
the unprecedented convenience of mobile apps with rich
features, we are facing severe security attacks and privacy
leakage caused by unsafe mobile apps. Some researches
pointed out that there are more than one third malwares
declaring permissions beyond their claimed functionalities on
Android platform. These apps request unneeded permissions
for malicious intentions or carelessness and fail to follow the
principle of least-privilege [2], which will bring some attacks
tomobile devices such as privilege escalation, application col-
lusion, confused deputy [3] and privacy leakage (e.g., a user’s

private data are read and sent to a remote server without
attracting its attention).

Previous malware detection approaches like static analy-
sis [4], [5] and dynamic analysis [6], [7] mainly focus on
inspecting the behaviors performed by apps, but fail to check
the functionalities claimed by apps. For example, a hotel book-
ing app accesses users’ locations and then send them to a
trusted location-based server to provide the nearby hotel
information. However, if it sends users’ location information
to other third parties, it would be considered as a malicious
behavior with previous malware detection techniques. Thus,
it is necessary to bridge the gap between the real behaviors
and the functionalities claimed by the apps. Following this
idea, some recent studies [8], [9], [10], [11] proposed under-
standing the permission request of apps from app descrip-
tions. In their work, app descriptions are taken as kinds of
users’ expectations of apps [8] and they check whether an
app’s behavior is within user expectation. However, app
descriptions can be easily crafted by developers to deceive
users as well as detection systems. To solve this problem, in
this paper, we leverage the crowdsourced user reviews to
understand permission usage of apps.

AUTOREB [12] is the first work evaluating the risks of
apps from user reviews. In AUTOREB, machine learning
techniques were adopted to correlate user reviews with four
security-related behaviors (e.g., spamming, financial issue,
over-privileged permission, and data leakage). AUTOREB
claimed that user reviews are valuable feedbacks from users
by considering users’ expectations. Considering that user
reviews are collected in a crowdsourcing way, it can reflect
users’ expectations of apps better than app descriptions.
Moreover, user reviews are kinds of real experiences of users
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in enjoying apps’ capabilities and contain many valuable
information like descriptions of apps’ functionalities. The
app’s functionalities information gives us an idea about the
permissions that should be requested by the app [9]. Thus,
we propose learning the permission implication from user
reviews to evaluate the risks of using apps and try to explore
why an app needs a permission. Due to the lack of profes-
sional knowledge, it is difficult for common users to infer the
permission implications from user reviews. In this paper,
we design a system, called SmartPI, to realize this objective
automatically.

There are two key challenges in inferring permission impli-
cations from user reviews. The first challenge is how to iden-
tify the functionality-relevant user reviews from the noisy
crowdsourced user reviews which are expressed for various
purposes, such as bug reports, feature requests, and function-
ality descriptions. Thepermissiondocuments inAndroid plat-
form demonstrate that the application’s functionality have
relations with permission requests as AutoCog [9] claimed.
Note that bug reports mainly tell us the application crash or
exceptions occurred in use, but do not contain application’s
functionality descriptions. Although feature requests are
mainly related to applications’ functionalities, these function-
alities don’t exist in applications. Thus, only the functionality-
relevant user reviews have relations with permission implica-
tions in the noisy user reviews.

The second challenge is how to accurately infer the per-
mission implications from the functionality-relevant user
reviews. The problem is challenging since different func-
tionality-relevant user reviews may imply the same latent
permissions. For example, “I can find the nearby restaurants”,
“I can book a wonderful hotel” and “a good navigator” are all
implying the permission of accessing location. Moreover,
most of user reviews are short texts whose semantic is lim-
ited and sometimes are wrongly spelled.

In this paper, we design and implement a system, called
SmartPI, to address the two challenges. The basic idea of
SmartPI is to accurately infer the permission implications of

apps from crowdsourced user reviews. As shown in Fig. 1,
SmartPI consists of four phases: data collection, reviews selec-
tion, reviews clustering and permission inference. In the first
phase, themetadata of user reviews and declared permissions
of apps are collected from Google Play. In the second phase,
representative words are extracted from Android platform
documents and apps descriptions on Google Play to identify
the functionality-relevant user reviews. In the third phase, the
functionality-relevant user reviews are clustered based on
their semantics with the topic model. Finally, a permission
inference model is proposed to infer the permission implica-
tions of apps. We evaluate SmartPI with ten most dangerous
permissions concerned by users, and conducts experiments
on a real-world dataset with more than 20,000 popular appli-
cations, 4,247,769 reviews from 2,653,159 users on Google
Play. Our results demonstrate that SmartPI can effectively
identify permissions fromuser reviews.

Our main contributions are summarized as follows.

� We present the design of SmartPI by utilizing
permission docs, API docs, and Apps’ descriptions
to effectively infer permission implications from
crowdsourced user reviews.

� Weextract representativewords frompermission docs,
API docs, andApps’ descriptions by usingNLP techni-
ques to identify functionality-relevant user reviews.

� We present a permission inference model with an
synthesis of user reviews’ semantics and representa-
tive words for inferring the permission implication
of the functionality-relevant user reviews.

� We evaluate the performance of SmartPI with a real-
world dataset and the results demonstrate the effec-
tiveness of SmartPI.

� SmartPI can evaluate the risk of an app with the col-
lective wisdom and help users understand its per-
mission requests.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 discusses the related work. Section 3 presents
the overview of our framework. Section 4 presents the
design of SmartPI. Section 5 presents the implementation
of SmartPI, and makes an evaluation of our framework.
Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.

2 RELATED WORK

In this section,we briefly discuss the relatedwork onmalware
detection, permission misuse in mobile security, mobile secu-
rity researches using NLP techniques, and crowdsourcing in
software engineering.

2.1 Malware Detection

Signature-based static analysis [4], [5] and behavior-based
dynamic runtime analysis [6], [7] are two major techniques
that are widely used in malicious application detection.
FlowDroid [4] is a precise static taint analysis tool for
Android application analysis, and it can reduce the false pos-
itives in dealing with application lifecycle or callback meth-
ods. Amandroid [5] is a general framework proposed to
conduct static analysis for security vetting of Android apps,
and it aims to address the problem of interactions among
multiple components.

Fig. 1. The overview of SmartPI: understanding the permission implica-
tions from crowdsourced user reviews.
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DroidScope [7] is a virtualization-based program analy-
sis techniques. Both OS-level and Java-level semantics can
be reconstructed by DroidScope. Taint analysis is also pro-
vided by DroidScope to collect detailed native and Dalvik
instruction traces which can be used to analyze the data
flow in app. TaintDroid [6] is the first work performing
dynamic analysis in Android, and it presents a dynamic
tainting component that enables the analyst to track sensi-
tive data trace in execution. However, these techniques are
all using program analysis techniques for malware detec-
tion and fail to consider app’s functionalities in analysis.
AppContext [13] proposed distinguishing whether an app’s
behavior is malicious or benign according to the contexts
that trigger security-sensitive behaviors. To some extent,
our work is similar to AppContext [13] which put the app
into a specific context when analyze app’s behaviors, but
AppContext need to analyze the code of app with program
analysis techniques. In this paper, we explore user expecta-
tions of apps, which can be used as a complement to pro-
gram analysis in malicious behavior detection.

2.2 Permission Misuse in Mobile Security

In Android, permission is a particular security protection
mechanism for protecting sensitive resources accessing. It is
often used to remind users of the security or privacy behaviors
that an appwould carried. However, research [14] shows that
less than 17 percent participants take care of permission
requests reminding during app installing and only 3 percent
participants have a correctly comprehension to some specific
permissions. A lot of work focus on permission misuse in
Android [15], [16], [17], [18], [19], because the permission mis-
use could bring some severe security and privacy threats to
users. Geneiatakis et al. [17] propose a risk assessment frame-
work to identify whether an app follows the least-privilege
principle using static analysis and runtime information.
Permlyzer [19] constructs a general-purpose framework using
runtime analysis and static inspection to analyze the use of
permission requests in app accurately. Stowaway [15] uses an
automated testing techniques to detect over-privilege appli-
cations inAndroid.

Studies show that about one third applications are over-
privileged, and these apps request uneeded permissions to
access users’ privacy data [11]. To address the problem of
permission misuse in Android apps, a novel framework
[20] is proposed by splitting existing permissions into mas-
sive of fine-grained permissions. A security framework [3]
is designed and implemented to defeat collusion attacks
which are caused by application-level privilege escalation
attacks and the root cause is permission misuse.

Different from previous research work which use program
analysis techniques to analyze the code of apps or modify the
operating system, we employ NLP techniques without any
modification of system or program analysis of apps.

2.3 Mobile Security Using NLP

NLP techniques arewidely used in the security area. Recently,
a lot of researchers use NLP techniques to solve mobile secu-
rity problems, especially in Android platform. Whyper [8]
aims to identify the sentence in app description which
describe permission. However, Whyper only use the Android

platforms’ API documents and synonyms of words to achieve
their goal. To overcome the limited semantic information of
Whyper, AutoCog [9] leverages the corpus like Wikipedia to
create a large-scale semantics database and applies natural
language processing techniques to assess the description-to-
permission fidelity in Android apps. Unlike previous work,
TAPVerifier [10] takes privacy policy, bytecode, description,
andpermissions for analysis to revisit description-to-behavior
fidelity. Different from Whyper and AutoCog, CHABADA
[11] uses topicmodel to cluster apps’ descriptions for identify-
ing unexpected behaviors. Some researches like SUPOR [21]
and UIPicker [22] use NLP techniques to identify sensitive
user inputs of Android apps. In these work, text-based fea-
tures are extracted from apps to infer the purpose of a permis-
sion request in apps using text analysis techniques [23].
AsDroid [24] identifies the contradiction between UI text and
program behavior to detect stealthy behavior in apps. In
AsDroid, NLP technique is used to infer the semantic of UI
textual. Gao et al. [25] propose to detect emerging topics (e.g.,
newbugs) ofmobile apps based on user reviews analysis.

In our work, we apply NLP techniques for review to per-
mission inference. SmartPI is a complement to description-
to-permission fidelity research like Whyper, AutoCog, and
CHABADA, etc. These work are all aim to evaluate the risk
of apps without using any program analysis techniques.

2.4 Crowdsourcing in Software Engineering

Crowdsourcing is widely used in software engineering for
addressing various types of problems such as testing, soft-
ware requirement analysis, feature request and so on.
AUTOREB [12] proposes learning the relation between user
review and security-related behaviors in a crowdsourcing
way, but large amounts of manually labeled reviews are
required in their work. User reviews are classified into bug
reports, feature requests, user experiences, and ratings on
app store using probabilistic techniques [26]. Cen et al. [27]
propose a crowdsourcing ranking approach to evaluate the
risks of applications from user reviews. Similar to these
work, we also analyze user reviews which are collected in a
crowdsourcing way for evaluating the risks of using apps.

3 FRAMEWORK OF SMARTPI

In this section, we give a high-level overview of SmartPI
and brifely describe its key components.

Fig. 2 shows the framework of SmartPI which trains a
permission inference model in the offline training phase by
considering user reviews, permission docs and API docs,
and apps’ descriptions, and predicts the permission impli-
cations of new user reviews in the online phase. We take an
example user review which is collected from Google Play to
illustrate how SmartPI works. The user review is written by
Ben Iten who is a user of the application Facebook. The
example user review is as follows (see the first phase data
collection in Fig. 1).

“Problems playing video in groups. If you go to photos section
and try to watch old videos it will not play. Regular, good Face-
book app otherwise.”

Androidplatformdocs suchaspermissiondocs andAPIdocs
tell us the relation between needed permissions and App’s
functionalities. Thus, we extract permission-representative
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words of each permission from platform docs to identify
functionality-relevant user reviews which imply permission
use. It is not enough to extract permission-representative
words from platform docs merely, so functionality-
representative words are extracted from Apps’ descriptions,
mainly describe app’s functionalities, for expanding per-
mission-representative words. We mainly describe several
key components of SmartPI.

Preprocessing. In order to accurately characterized the
permission inference model, SmartPI takes user reviews as
well as other sources into consideration, such as permission
docs, API docs and Apps’ descriptions. All these sources
need to be preprocessed to remove noisy data for further
analysis. In particular, the processing component includes
language identification, stop words removal, and lemmati-
zation, which selects user reviews written in English only,
removes meaningless words in texts and normalized the
words in texts. In our example user review, the user review
is written in English, so the user review is preprocessed by
stop words removal and lemmatization. The preprocessed
example user review is a set of words as follows (see the sec-
ond phase reviews selection in Fig. 1).

“problem play video group photo section watch old video play
Facebook”

Representative Words Extraction. This component aims to
build permission-representative word vector of each per-
mission for functionality-relevant user reviews identifica-
tion. The permission-representative words are extracted
from platform docs such as permission docs and API docs.
The number of permission-representative words is con-
strainted by the platform docs. Thus, two ways are adopted
in SmartPI for expanding the permission-representative
words. First, the synonyms of each word in permission-
representative words are added. Second, functionality-
representative words which are extracted from a large apps’
description set on Google Play are also used to expand the
permission-representative words.

Review Selection. This component aims to select the
functionality-relevant user reviews which reflect permission
implications from all users reviews based on whether the
similarity distance between representative word vectors
and user reviews’ word vector is no less than a fixed thresh-
old. The example user review is selected as functionality-
relevant user review with the extracted representative-
words (see Fig. 1).

Review Clustering. This component aims to cluster
functionality-relevant user reviews for inferring the permis-
sion implication of user reviews. We adopt the topic model
to discover the functionality semantics of user reviews in
review clustering. The example user review describe the
application Facebook providing the functionalities related
to video and photo. In the review clustering analysis, the
example user review belongs to the topic of camera based
on its semantics.

Permission Inference Model. This component aims to infer
the permission implication of user reviews in cluster after
review clustering with a synthesis analysis of user reviews’
semantics and permission-representative words. In the per-
mission inference model, each cluster is correspond to a
specific permission by taking the permission-representative
words as new documents and determine the confidence of
new documents that belong to topics. The topic camera rep-
resents the permission CAMERA in our permission infer-
ence model. Thus, the example user review which belongs
to the topic camera implies the application need to request
permission CAMERA in the Manifest file.

In offline training of SmartPI, the permission inference
model is built for inferring the permission implication of the
whole user reviews. In online prediction of SmartPI, when a
new user review is submitted to app store, SmartPI estimates
whether the review is functionality-relevant using our review
selection component and determines which topic the identi-
fied functionality-relevant user review belongs to by our
trained topic model in review clustering component. Finally,
the trained permission inference model infers the new pub-
lished user review to permission implication.

4 SMARTPI DESIGN

Fig. 3 shows the NLP analysis techniques used in SmartPI.
In SmartPI, we adopt some NLP analysis techniques such as

Fig. 2. The framework of SmartPI.

Fig. 3. NLP analysis techniques used in SmartPI.
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words lemmatization, word embedding, topic model and so
on. User reviews, Android platform docs and apps descrip-
tions are first preprocessed by some basic NLP tasks like
language identification, stop words removal and lemmati-
zation for the normalization of words in texts. Word2Vec, a
word embedding technique, is used to form the user
reviews and representative words into word vectors for
identifying functionality-relevant user reviews. The identi-
fied functionality-relevant user reviews are clustered by
topic model, BTM, for building the permission inference
model to infer the implicit relation between functionality-
relevant user review and permission.

In this following, we present the design of each compo-
nent and NLP analysis techniques used in detail.

4.1 Preprocessing

SmartPI takes users reviews as well as other sources into
consideration, such as permission docs, API docs and Apps’
descriptions. These texts must be preprocessed first for fur-
ther analysis. In particular, we design three phases for the
preprocessing component: language identification, stop
words removal, and stemming and lemmatization.

Language Identification. The crowdsourced user reviews
are written by people around the world with different lan-
guages and only the user reviews written in English are
used in SmartPI. We use Google’s Compact Language
Detector [28] to realize this goal.

Stop Words Removal. Some words (e.g., I, the, of, my, it, to,
from, at) are common in user reviews, permission docs, API
docs and Apps’ descriptions, but they have no specific
meanings in sentences. Specifically, it may affect the results
in review selection and review clustering if we keep them.
Therefore, we build a dictionary of stop words based on
RANKS NL [29] to help us remove these meaningless words
from texts directly. In particular, there are more than one
thousand stop words in our dictionary.

Stemming and Lemmatization. In English, a word is always
in various forms in sentences under different contexts and
scenarios, but they all originate from a basic form. For
example, words like drives, driving, the base form of them is
drive. The basic techniques, stemming and lemmatization,
in text analysis is used to get the basic form of words for
word normalization for further analysis. The NLTK library
in Python is adopted in SmartPI to accomplish the phase of
stemming and lemmatization.

4.2 Representative Words Extraction

Representative words are extracted from many data sources
for identifying functionality-relevant user reviews which
reflect permission implications. In SmartPI, the representa-
tive words are extracted from platform docs such as permis-
sion docs and API docs called permission-representative

words. However, the number of permission-representative
words is constrainted by platform docs. We propose
expanding the permission-representative words in two
ways.

One way is adding the synonyms of each words in permis-
sion-representative words. Here, we leverage the lexical data-
base of English like WordNet [30] to obtain the synonym. In
fact, some words are co-occurrence words of permission-rep-
resentative words when describing apps’ functionalities
which reflect permission implications, but they are missed in
permission-representative words extraction which consider
the platform docs merely. To address this issue, we propose
extracting representative words from Apps’ descriptions,
called functionality-representative words, to discover these
words which are missed in permission-representative words
extraction. Thus, the other way is expanding the permission-
representativewordswith functionality-representativewords.

4.2.1 Permission-Representative Words Extraction

We propose extracting permission-representative words
from platform docs such as permission docs and API docs.
Figs. 4 and 5 are examples of a permission and an API,
respectively. The permission doc (see Fig. 4) is a pro-
grammers’ guide in application’s development and tells us
the relation between apps’ functionality and permission
requests in application. The API doc (see Fig. 5) tells the
developers the relation between permission and API. Thus,
permission-representative words extracted from platform
docs can be used to identify user reviews which describe
apps’ functionalities which reflect permission implications.

We parse the grammatical structure of sentences in per-
mission documentation and API (corresponding to permis-
sions [31]) documentation for permission-representative
words extraction. In SmartPI, the grammatical structure of
sentences is parsed by employing Stanford Parser [32], [33].
Fig. 6 shows the grammatical structure of the example sen-
tence, “Allows an application to read SMS messages”, parsed
by Stanford Parser. The Stanford Parser divides the sentence
into several parts and the relation of each part is shown in
typed dependencies (see. Fig. 6). The parse tree reveals each

Fig. 4. Description of the permission READ_SMS.

Fig. 5. Description of the sensitive API sendTextMessage corresponding
to the permission READ_SMS.

Fig. 6. Example of sentence parsing by Stanford Parser.
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word with a part-of-speech (POS) tag such as verb, noun,
adjective, pronoun, etc. In Fig. 6, NN means nouns, NP
means noun phrase, NNP denotes proper noun, NNS indi-
cates plural noun, and VB represents verb. After parsing by
the Stanford Parser, the grammatical structure of the senten-
ces in platform docs are obtained.

Following rules are adopted for permission-representative
words extraction. First, words which are tagged as noun or
noun phrase in parse tree are extracted directly to represent as
permission-representative words. In SmartPI, we only con-
sider the noun phrases, the number of nouns in them is less
than 3. Second,word pair verb; nounh i, parsed in typed depen-
dency analysis, is also extracted as permission-representative
words when the noun is the direct object of the verb. In the
above example of Fig. 6, the permission-representative words
of permission READ_SMS represents as fSMS, messages, appli-
cation, read; SMSh i, read;messagesh ig.

After words extraction, the permission-representative
words should be processed by the text preprocessing compo-
nent. Considering permission-representative words, the text
preprocessing includes stop words removal and lemmatiza-
tion. The platform docs in Android is written in English, so
the phrase of language identification is ignored in text pre-
processing. Here, stop word also indicates the commonwords
that cannot provide essencemeanings to permission implica-
tions. For example, words like “application”, “to”, and “an” in
Fig. 6 are stop words that should be removed. Stemming and
Lemmatization aim to find out the base form of each word.
For example, the base form of word “messages” in Fig. 6 is
“message”. Thus, the permission-representative words of the
above example in Fig. 6 is represented as fSMS, message,
read; SMSh i, read;messageh ig after text preprocessing.
We use R ¼ fa1; a2; . . . ; acg to represent the permission-

representative words which are extracted from the permis-
sion docs, where c is the number of words in R. Let
I ¼ fe1; e2; . . . ; evg denote the permission-representative
words which are extracted from the corresponding sensitive
API docs, where v is the number of words in I. Finally, the
permission-representative words of permission h is repre-
sented as follows:

Jh ¼ Rh;
[x
i¼1

Ii

( )
: (1)

In Eq. (1), where i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;x, x is the number of sensi-
tive APIs corresponding to permission h.

4.2.2 Functionality-Representative Words Extraction

Some common words like “region” indicate the permis-
sion implication of ACCESS_COARSE_LOCATION or
ACCESS_FINE_LOCATION implicitly, but these words can-
not be found in permission-representative words which are
extracted from Android platform docs merely. We found that
these words are co-occurrence words in sentences which
describe apps’ functionalities and reflect permission implica-
tions, but they are not synonyms. Based on the above findings,
we extract functionality-representative words from app
description sentences whichmainly describe apps’ functional-
ities for expanding our permission-representative words. In
SmartPI, we adopt an approach, integrating TF-IDF factors
with TextRank [34], proposed by Tu et al. [35] to extract

functionality-representative words from large app description
set onGoogle Play.

In information retrieval and text mining, TF-IDF is often
used to measure how important a word is to a document in a
corpus. But the latent relation between candidate representa-
tive words in corpus is missing. To overcome the disadvan-
tage of TF-IDF in representative words discovery, Tu et al.
proposed an approach integrating TF-IDFwith TextRank [35].
TextRank is a graph-based ranking model originated from
PageRank model and widely used in many NLP tasks like
keyword extraction, but it ignores the importance of words in
document. We adopt their approach, taking the advantage of
TF-IDF and TextRank, for functionality-representative words
extraction from apps’ description sentences.

Different from permission-representative words extrac-
tion, apps’ descriptions should be processed by the text pre-
processing phrase before functionality-representative words
extraction. The text preprocessing includes language identifi-
cation, stopwords removal, and lemmatization. In functional-
ity-representative words extraction, nouns and noun-phrases
are first extracted from apps’ description sentences using the
Stanford Parser. We define F ¼ fd1; d2; . . . ; d&g to represent
the app description sentence after text preprocessing, where &
is the number ofwords in sentence and each element is a sepa-
rate word which is noun or noun phrase. The TF-IDF value of
eachword d in app description sentenceF is calculated by the
following formula:

Wtf idfðF; dÞ ¼ cðdÞ
cðF Þ � lg

NðF Þ
NðdÞ þ 1

� �
; (2)

where d is a word in app description sentence F , cðdÞ is the
frequency of d in F , cðF Þ is the total number of words in F,
NðF Þ is the number of app description sentences in corpus
Lwhich is collected from Google Play, andNðdÞ is the num-
ber of app description sentences in L containing d.

When consider TextRank, let G ¼ ðV;EÞ represents an
undirected graph, where V is the set of vertices and E is the
set of edges. Let V ¼ fw1; w2; . . . ; wng, where the element w is
a noun or noun phrase and n is the total number of nouns and
noun phrases in cropus. Let E ¼ fðwi;wjÞg; i; j ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n,
where term wi;wj

� �
means word wi and wj co-occur in a app

description sentence. The score of vertex in TextRank is
defined as follows [34]:

SðL;wiÞ ¼ ð1� gÞ 1

jV j þ g
X

ðwi;wjÞ�E

ctðwi;wjÞ
OðwjÞ SðL;wjÞ: (3)

In Eq. (3), g�ð0; 1Þ is the damping factor, OðwjÞ represents
the number of vertices that wj points to other vertices,
ctðwi; wjÞ indicates the number of term wi;wj

� �
co-occurrence

in app description sentences in corpus L. To ensure that any
graph structure can be coveraged, the probability 1� g is
granted to every vertices.

For 8wi 2 V , the probability that wi points to other verti-
ces is 1� g. There is an unusual case that wi has equal prob-
abilities of pointing to other vertices in interactive process.
It is reasonable that wi should point to the vertices of higher
correlation rather than lower correlation. Thus, we optimize
the TextRank model with TF-IDF factor and it is defined as
follows (see. Eq. (6)). The bigger TF-IDF factor means higher
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correlation. d is the TF-IDF factor in Eq. (4). In Eq. (5), jLj
means the number of description sentences in L.

d ¼ 1þWtf idfðL;wiÞ (4)

Wtf idfðL;wiÞ ¼ 1

jLj
XjLj
j¼1

Wtf idfðFj; wiÞ (5)

SðL;wiÞ ¼ dð1� gÞ 1

jV j þ g
X

ðwi;wjÞ�E

ctðwi; wjÞ
OðwjÞ SðL;wjÞ: (6)

In graph construction, the window of the TextRank model
is set to each app description sentences which are the basic
processing and analysis unit. It means that the relation
between these twowords is built when the word pair co-occur
in the same window. The arguments in training model are set
as follows. The score of each vertex is set to an initial value of 1,
g is set to 0.85, the iterations is usually between 20 and 30,
and the covergence threshold is set to 0.0001. Finally, top repre-
sentative words are output based on the value of SðL;wÞ until
the model converges. In our work, we select the top 15 percent
representative words ranked by SðL;wÞ as functionality-
representativewordswhich are defined asQ.

4.2.3 Representative Words Enhancing

Due to the limitation of permission-representative words
extraction (see. Section 4.2.1) which is obtained from platform
docs merely. We propose enhancing the permission-represen-
tative words by adding synonyms and the co-occurrence
words of functionality-representativewords (see. Section 4.2.2).

The permission-representative words enhancing includes
two ways. One way is using external English dictionary
WordNet [30] to acquire the synonyms of each word in
permission-representativewords. For example, the synonyms
of word photo are picture and image in WordNet. We add
the synonyms to permission-representative words. The
other way is using functionality-representative words for
permission-representative words enhancing. For each word
in permission-representativewords,when their co-occurrence
words, searching from the apps’ description sentences corpus
L, appeared in functionality-representative words and the co-
occurrence times is no less than a fixed threshold �, they
are used to enhance the permission-representative words.
For instance, word camera and photo are co-occurred in the
app description sentences corpus L. The word camera is a
functionality-representative word, thus the word camera is
used to expand the permission-representativeword photo.

Let ðv; v0Þ represents a word pair, where v is a permis-
sion-representative word and v0 is the co-occurrence word
of v in app description sentences corpus L. Let ratioðv; v0Þ
represents the frequency of word pair v; v0ð Þ co-occurred in
corpus L. If the value of ratioðv; v0Þ is no lower than the
threshold �, word v0 will be added to permission-representa-
tive words for enhancing. In this paper, we set � to 0.03 by
empirically finding the best values for it. ratioðv; v0Þ is calcu-
lated by the following formula:

ratioðv; v0Þ ¼ Calðv; v0ÞPt
i;j¼0 Calðvi; vjÞ

; (7)

where Calðv; v0Þ represents the times of word pair v; v0ð Þ
co-occurred in L, t is the total number of words in L.

4.3 Review Selection

In this section, we propose the review selection component
to identify functionality-relevant user reviews which reflect
permission implications from all user reviews based on the
permission-representative words. Besides that, we also
adopt sentiment analysis techniques to filter user reviews
which request new features of apps.

User reviews are first processed by the preprocessing
component and formed as feature vector using Word2Vec
[36]. The enhanced permission-representative words are
also formed as feature vector using Word2Vec. Let U ¼
fr1; r2; . . . ; r$g denotes a user review after preprocessing,
where $ is the number of words in U. Let J 0

h represents the
permission-representative words of permission h after
enhancing. The similarity distance between U and J0h after
feature vectorization is calculated as follows:

simðU; J0hÞ ¼
Pl

k¼1 r
0
kp

0
kffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiPl

k¼1 r
0
k
2

q ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiPl
k¼1 p

0
k
2

q : (8)

In Eq. (8), the similarity between U and J 0
h is measured

using cosine distance, where l represents the length of nor-
malized feature vector using Word2Vec, r0k and p0k repre-
sents the value of U and J0h after vectorization, respectively.

In permission-representativewords extraction, the permis-
sion-representative words of each permission are indepen-
dent from each other. Thus, we need to iteratively calculate
the similarity distance between user review after feature vec-
torization and these permission-representative words after
feature vectorization and select the maximum one. When the
maximum value is no lower than the threshold #, the user
review will be supposed as functionality-relevant one which
reflects permission implications. The maximum distance is
calculated by the following formula:

valðU; J 0Þ ¼ max
h¼1;2;...;n

ðsimðU; J0hÞÞ; (9)

where h represents the hth permission, n represents the
number of permissions in permission-representative words
extraction (see. Section 4.2.1), J 0 represents the permission-
representative words set of all permissions after enhancing,
and J0h represents the permission-representative words of
the hth permission after enhancing.

The identified functionality-relevant user reviews also con-
tain feature requests reviews. These feature requests user
reviews describe the non-existed functionalities of apps and
should be filtered in permissions understanding.

A feature request user review always includes negative
sentiment because the user is missing a feature of an app.
Additionally, the future tense of verbs in user reviews can
be used to indicate whether the review requests a missing
feature of apps. We combine sentiment analysis with tense
detection for filtering the feature request user reviews from
the identified functionality-relevant reviews.

SentiStrength [37] assigns positive and negative user
reviews with different sentiment score and is good at short
text sentiment analysis. SmartPI uses SentiStrength to obtain
the sentiment score for identifying the negative sentiment
user reviews. The tense is extracted with part-of-sppech tag-
ging which is provided in Stanford POS Tagger. In SmartPI,
a functionality-relevant user review is regarded as feature
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request review when it includes negative sentiment and has
more than 50 percent future tense verbs.

4.4 Review Clustering

In SmartPI, we cluster functionality-relevant user reviews
for inferring permission implications. The implicit relation
between user reviews and permissions is uncovered by
clustering user reviews with the topic model.

Topic model is proposed to discover the latent semantic
of texts and widely used in many fields such as recom-
mender system, bioinformatics, etc. However, conventional
topic models like Probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis
(PLSA) and Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) cannot deal
with short texts clustering well as their content is sparse.
User reviews are usually short texts, and hence it is chal-
lenging for semantic analysis in clustering.

In this paper, we employ Biterm Topic Model (BTM) [38]
for reviews clustering. BTM is a kind of topic model and
experimental results show that it outperformed than PLSA
and LDA in short texts clustering. In BTM, topics are
learned over short texts by directly modeling the generation
of all the biterms (e.g., word co-occurrence patterns) in the
whole corpus [38]. Fig. 7 presents the graphical representa-
tion of BTM, where biterms are generated in a collection
rather than documents like conventional topic models [38],
[39].

In Fig. 7, wi and wj represents a biterm, which denotes an
disorder co-occurrence word pair in a short text. NB is the
number of biterms in corpus.B = fb1; b2; . . . ; bi; . . . ; bmg is the
biterm set, where bi ¼ ti;1 ; ti;2ð Þ. The parameter z 2 ½1; K� is
a topic assignment variable, where K is the total number of
topics in corpus. Let D = fu1; u2; . . . ; ui; . . . ; ung represents
the corpus which is collected from Google Play, where ui

denotes the ith functionality-relevant user review. u repre-
sents the K topics distribution in corpus, where u ¼ fukgKk¼1

with uk ¼ P ðz ¼ kÞ and
PK

k¼1 uk ¼ 1. Let F represent the
K �W matrix of the word distribution for topics and the kth
row in F is denoted as fk. The hyperparameters a and b

are dirichlet priors for u and fk like the conventional topic
model LDA.

The generative process of BTM (see Fig. 7) in SmartPI is
described as follows. For each topic k 2 ½1; K�, BTM draws a
word distribution of topic fk � DirðbÞ. A topic distribution
u � DirðaÞ is drawn for the whole corpus. For each biterm
bi ¼ ti;1; ti;2ð Þ, BTM draws a topic z � MultiðuÞ and two
words biterm ti;1; ti;2 � MultiðfzÞ. Finally, the joint probabil-
ity of a biterm bi is calculated by the following formula [38]
with a given multinomial distribution u and F:

P ðbiju;FÞ ¼
XK
k¼1

P ðti;1; ti;2; zi ¼ kju;FÞ

¼
XK
k¼1

P ðzi ¼ kjukÞP ðti;1; ti;2 jzi ¼ k;fk;ti;1;ti;2
Þ

¼
XK
k¼1

ukfk;ti;1
fk;ti;2

:

(10)

Here, the user review can be regraded as document like
in conventional topic model. Thus, the topic distribution of
a user review u is calculated as follows:

P ðzjuÞ ¼
XNu

j¼1

P ðz; bjjuÞ ¼
XNu

j¼1

P ðzjbj; uÞP ðbjjuÞ: (11)

In Eq. (11), Nu represents the number of biterms in user
review u, bj represents the biterms in u, j�½1; Nu�. In BTM,
Gibbs Sampling is used to infer the multinomial parameters
of ff; ug. Please refer to the published literature [38] for the
details of BTM.

In our model training, the number of topics is set to the
number of permissions (see. Section 5.1). The dirichlet pri-
ors a and b are set to 5 and 0.01 in BTM.

4.5 Permission Inference Model

The permission implication of functionality-relevant user
reviews in each cluster is inferred by our proposed permis-
sion inference model with an synthesis analysis of user
reviews’ semantics and permission-representative words of
permissions. In Fig. 8, the procedure of review to permission
inference, a mapping between cluster and permission is built
by determining the confidence of permission-representative
words that belong to topics (topic model of review clustering
in Section 4.4).

In our permission inference model, we predict the confi-
dence of permission that belongs to topics by taking the per-
mission-representative words as new documents. Let J0h
represents the permission-representative words of the hth
permission after enhancing. We calculate the value of
P ðz ¼ kjJ 0

hÞ using the fixed parameters ff; ug after model
training in Section 4.4. The topic that J0h belongs is calcu-
lated by the following formula:

k ¼ argmax
h¼1;2;...;i

P ðz ¼ kjJ 0
hÞ

¼ argmax
h¼1;2;...;i

XNy

j¼1

P ðz ¼ kjbjÞP ðbjjJ 0
hÞ: (12)

Fig. 7. Graphical representation of BTM [39].
Fig. 8. The inference procedure of review to permission.
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In Eq. (12), Nh represents the number of biterms in per-
mission-representative words of permission h, i represents
the number of permissions. The function argmax is used in
Eq. (12) to match permission to topic by considering that the
characteristics of the ten evaluated permissions are signifi-
cantly different and each permission maps to their own par-
ticular topic. Finally, the permission h belongs to topic k.

5 IMPLEMENTATION AND PERFORMANCE

EVALUATION

In this section, we present the implementation and experi-
mental results of SmartPI, and compare its performance
with existing system. We evaluate its performance in two
aspects: functionality-relevant user reviews identification
and review to permission implication inference. We attempt
to answer the following two questions.

� Q1:What is the accuracy of the functionality-relevant
user review identification?

� Q2:Canwe trust the permission inferred by SmartPI?

5.1 Data Collection and Permission Selection

All the experimental data (e.g., app descriptions and user
reviews) are collected from Google Play. Application ID is a
unique identification for app on Google Play. In our work,
we collected the app IDs from PlayDrone [40], a scalable
crawler for Google Play. Our experimental dataset T includes
more than 20,000 applications and 4 million user reviews.
Table 1 shows the statistical data of dataset T ; the largest
number of user reviews for an app is 800, which is the maxi-
mum value setting in our crawler; the average value is 202.
More than 63.3 percent apps’ user reviews are between 100
and 400 in dataset T .

We also collected app descriptions which is used to extract
functionality-representative word for review selection. The
app description corpus L contains more than 1.4 million
records over 49 different app categories. We trust that the
corpus L can provide enough content for us to expand the
permission-representative words for functionality-relevant
user reviews selection.

In Android, there are more than 24 permissions defined as
dangerous level in official developers documents, but not all
of them are worried by common users. In SmartPI, we select
ten security/privacy-related permissions for evaluation,
which are shown in Table 2. In permission selection, we need
to answer a question, which permissions are concerned by most
common users and may cause security threats or privacy leakage to
mobile devices. To answer this question, we take a survey in
our campus and the survey results show that “SMS”,
“CONTACTS”, “LOCATION”, “AUDIO”, and “CAMERA”

are the keypoints attracting users’ attention. Recently, some
researchers find that malware developers can guess the pass-
word of application accessing or the password of lock screen
by collecting sensor data in smartphone such as gyroscope
sensor, acceleration sensor [41]. The dangerous permission
BODY_SENSORS used to collect the sensitive data about the
heath of users’ body, such as heart rate. Thus,most of the com-
mon users cared about whether the app collects sensor data.

We evaluate SmartPI with ten permissions by considering
the survey results and our understanding of the security and
privacy threats to users. Table 2 shows us the ten permissions.
We also find that more than 52.36 percent apps have
requested at least one of these permissions onGoogle Play.

5.2 Q1: What is the Accuracy of the
Functionality-Relevant User Review Selection

Experiment Setting. To evaluate the functionality-relevant
review selection, the validation dataset S and the testing data-
set S0 are obtained fromdataset T . As for the ground truth, we
ask some students with strong background of security in our
lab to label them functionality-relevant or not. The statistical
data of dataset S andS0 are shown in Table 3.

In SmartPI, we set the threshold # ¼ 0:6 in review selec-
tion component (see Section 4.3) after several iterative valida-
tion tests between validation dataset S and testing dataset S0.
In our test validation experiment for finding the best thresh-
old, the relation between threshold setting and precision of
functionality-relevant user reviews selection shows in Fig. 9.

Evaluation Measurement. In review selection, we evaluate
our results with four essential factors namely precision, recall,
F-score, and accuracy. Typically, we take true positives, false
positives, false negative, and true negatives as TP, FP, FN, and
TN. TP means that our system correctly identify a functional-
ity-relevant review; FP means that the review without any
functionality is wrongly identified as a functionality-relevant
review; FN means that our system can correctly identify a

TABLE 1
The Statistical Details of Dataset T (Raw Data Collected
from Google Play) and T 0 (Functionality-Relevant User

Reviews after Review Selection)

Dataset #app #review #author mean max min

T 20,941 4,247,769 2,653,159 202 800 1
T 0 19,014 361,276 312,315 19 259 1

The mean, max, and min are statistical data of the number of reviews per app.

TABLE 2
Ten Permissions Evaluated in Our Experiments and the

Corresponding Percentage of Apps Requesting the Permission

Permission #App (Percentage %)

SEND_SMS 4.68%
READ_SMS 1.21%
CALL_PHONE 10.16%
ACCESS_COARSE_LOCATION 23.95%
ACCESS_FINE_LOCATION 26.16%
READ_CONTACTS 6.78%
RECORD_AUDIO 7.82%
BODY_SENSORS 1.2%
CAMERA 15.24%
READ_PHONE_STATE 35.71%

TABLE 3
Statistical Data of Dataset S and S0 in

Review Selection Evaluation

Dataset #app #Review #Label(Y) #Label(N)

S 1,000 18,732 2,807 15,925
S0 100 1,602 224 1,378

The columns “Label(Y)” and “Label (N)” mean that the review is functionality-
relevant or not.
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non-functionality-relevant review; TNmeans that our system
wrongly identify a non-functionality-relevant review as a
functionality-relevant review. These values are used to mea-
sure the performance of our approach in review selection. In
particular, we have

Precision ¼ TP

TP þ FP

Recall ¼ TP

TP þ FN

F � score ¼ 2 � Precision �Recall
PrecisionþRecall

Accuracy ¼ TP þ TN

TP þ FP þ TN þ FN

Experimental Results. The enhanced word vector is
formed as feature for identifying functionality-relevant user
reviews by combining the permission-representative
words and functionality-representative words. The samples
of permission-representative words after enhancing are
shown in Table 4. Let’s take permission camera for example,
the representative word video and sharing cannot be
extracted from platform docs like permission docs and API
docs as permission-representative words, but these two
words imply the app’s functionality of video recording and
social media sharing like image or video sharing. Thus,
these two words are representative words for functionality-
relevant user reviews selection. In our work, we carefully
trace the source of these two words and found that they

are from a piece of app descriptions in Google Play.
Result shows that we adopted to extract the functionality-
representative words for expanding the permission-
representative words can solve the limited semantics prob-
lem of permission-representative words and significantly
increase the accuracy of review selection.

Our experimental result shows that SmartPI can efficiently
identify functionality-relevant user reviews with an average
precision, recall, F-score and accuracy of 83, 82, 82, and 81 per-
cent, respectively. We also use the permission-representative
wordswithout enhancing to identify the functionality-relevant
user reviews and find that the recall is smaller than 50 percent.
The low recall means that a lot of functionality-relevant user
review will be missed if we use the permission-representative
words before enhancing as feature for review selection. Obvi-
ously, our proposed approach of permission-representative
words enhancing is valuable in review selection.

5.3 Q2: Credibility of Review to Permission
Inference

Experiment Setting. The permission implication of user
review is inferred with the permission inference model after
user reviews clustering by topic model. In our permission
inference model, each topic represents the corresponding
permission (see Table 5). In Table 5, the second column
denotes the assigned topic name based on the semantics of
topics and the third column lists the top three representative
words of each topic.

In topic model training, the arguments of a and b in BTM
are set to 5 and 0.01. The number of topics, is set to 10 which
is the number of permissions in our experiment evaluation
(see Section 5.1). The training data of our topic model, BTM,
is functionality-relevant user reviews which are identified
from dataset T and formed as dataset T 0 (see Table 1). Let
P ðzjuÞ denotes the probability propotion of review u under
topic z. We assume the review u belong to topic z when the
value of P ðzjuÞ is no lower than a threshold ’. We set ’ to
0.4 by empirically finding the best value of it.

We compare SmartPI with an existing systems, Autocog
[9], which also inferred the permission requested in app
from app descriptions. In particular, we randomly select
200 popular apps from Google Play to evaluate the results
of understanding the permission requested in apps from
user reviews and app descriptions separately.

Experimental Results. Table 6 shows the result of review to
permission inference, we find that SmartPI achieves a good

Fig. 9. The relationship between precision and threshold # in functionality-
relevant user reviews selection.

TABLE 4
The Samples of Enhanced Permission-Representative Words

Permission Representative words sample

SEND_SMS SMS;message; text; sm; contact; book, communication; send;messageh i
READ_SMS SMS;message; text; sm; contact; book, communication; read;messageh i
CALL_PHONE call; address; answer; conference, telephone; ring; number; emergency
ACCESS_COARSE_LOCATION approximate location;map; gps, estimate location; route; restaurant
ACCESS_FINE_LOCATION precise location; accurate location, bank; travel; park; area; downtown
READ_CONTACTS read; contactsh i;message; number; friend; group; backup;member; call
RECORD_AUDIO record; audioh i; recorder; playback; voice; speech; talk; report; stereo
BODY_SENSORS temperature; gyroscope; compass; game; light; sensor; speed; accelerator
CAMERA photographer; camera; video;montage; photo; image; sharing; webcam; paint
READ_PHONE_STATE phone number; ongoing call; bluetooth cellular network information
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performance about the precision, recall, F-score, and accuracy
in permission BODY_SENSORS, READ_PHONE_STATE,
and CALL_PHONE inference than pervious work like Auto-
Cog, the state-of-art work in permission implication inference
of app description sentences. The experimental results show
that SmartPI performs an average precision, recall, F-socre,
and accuracy as 91.8, 90.6, 91.2, and 92.4 percent in inferring
10 permissions from user reviews. However, AutoCog
achieves the average precision, recall, F-score and accuracy as
89.8, 88.7, 89.2, and 90.5 percent.

This is because SmartPI extracts the representative words
from the domain knowledge database like permission docs,
API docs, and Apps’ descriptions. The domain knowledge
database is good at identifying the functionality-relevant
user reviews which imply the permission implications.
However, AutoCog leverages the general corpus Wikipedia
to create a semantic database. The general corpus database
is less effective than the domain knowledge database when
identifying the functionality-relevant user reviews. In addi-
tion, app descriptions, written by apps’ developers, are
more formally than user reviews which is written by

numerous users. The user reviews’ implicit semantics is
hardly discovered by the Explicit Semantic Analysis (ESA)
[42] which is adopted in AutoCog.

We randomly select 200 popular apps fromGoogle Play to
compare the claimed app description and user reviews for
confirming which one can better reflect the pemission usage
of apps. The experimental results show that SmartPI can
identify 97 percent claimed permissions from user reviews.
However, the apps’ description based approach AutoCog
can only identify 61 percent claimed permissions from apps’
descriptions. Therefore, the permission usage of apps can be
better reflected by user reviews than the claimed description
of apps.

We also manually analyze apps’ descriptions of these
selected 200 apps and find that apps’ descriptions are mainly
tell users the basic functionalities, the new features and the
unique features of apps. The apps’ description is provided by
developers merely and their writing style and contents are dif-
ferent. User reviews are collected in a crowdsourcing way and
they are the real experiences of common users in using apps.
Thus, user reviews of popular apps are more valuable than

TABLE 6
Results of Review to Permission Inference

System Permission TP FP FN TN Prec(%) Rec(%) F(%) Accu(%)

SmartPI

SEND_SMS 51 6 6 83 89.5% 89.5% 89.5% 91.8%
READ_SMS 48 4 5 82 92.3% 90.6% 91.4% 93.5%
CALL_PHONE 46 3 6 95 93.9% 88.5% 91.1% 94%
ACCESS_COARSE_LOCATION 38 6 8 110 86.4% 82.6% 84.4% 91.4%
ACCESS_FINE_LOCATION 56 7 3 92 88.9% 94.9% 91.8% 93.7%
READ_CONTACTS 58 7 9 75 89.2% 86.6% 87.9% 89.3%
RECORD_AUDIO 89 7 11 83 89.2% 86.6% 87.9% 89.3%
BODY_SENSORS 119 9 8 67 93% 93.7% 93.3% 91.6%
CAMERA 63 6 7 78 91.3% 90% 90.6% 91.6%
READ_PHONE_STATE 69 2 3 88 97.2% 95.8% 96.5% 96.9%

Total 637 57 66 853 91.8% 90.6% 91.2% 92.4%

AutoCog

SEND_SMS 51 7 4 76 87.9% 92.7% 90.3% 92%
READ_SMS 56 6 7 86 90% 88.9% 89.6% 91.6%
CALL_PHONE 21 3 8 34 87.5% 72.4% 79.2% 83.3%
ACCESS_COARSE_LOCATION 36 5 9 87 87.8% 80% 83.7% 89.8%
ACCESS_FINE_LOCATION 48 5 7 93 90.6% 87.3% 88.9% 92.2%
READ_CONTACTS 69 8 6 81 89.6% 92% 90.8% 91.5%
RECORD_AUDIO 107 8 6 83 93% 94.7% 93.9% 93.1%
BODY_SENSORS 67 7 15 60 90.5% 81.7% 85.9% 85.2%
CAMERA 62 8 6 78 88.6% 91.2% 89.6% 90.9%
READ_PHONE_STATE 63 9 6 79 87.5% 91.3% 89.4% 90.4%

Total 580 66 74 757 89.8% 88.7% 89.2% 90.5%

TABLE 5
The Resulting Topics with the Corresponding Permission

ID Assigned Topic Name Top 3 Representative Words of Topics Permission

0 send messages SMS, message, send SEND_SMS
1 read messages SMS, message, read READ_SMS
2 telephone call call, telephone, phone CALL_PHONE
3 access approxi-mate location location, gps, navigation ACCESS_COARSE_LOCATION
4 access precise location location, map, gps ACCESS_FINE_LOCATION
5 read contacts contacts, friend, message READ_CONTACTS
6 record audio audio, speech, voice RECORD_AUDIO
7 sensor sensor, heart rate, comp-ass BODY_SENSORS
8 camera photo, image, picture CAMERA
9 device state in-formation cellular network, phone number, phone call READ_PHONE_STATE
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apps’ descriptions in understanding the permission requests
of apps.

6 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we present SmartPI by leveraging the power
of the crowdsourced user reviews to understand why an
app requests permissions. We extract features from plat-
form docs and large app descriptions with NLP techniques
to identify functionality-relevant user reviews which reflect
permission implications of apps. Topic model is adopted
for inferring the permission implication from functionality-
relevant user reviews. We evaluate our approach on real-
dataset which is collected from GooglePlay. Experimental
results demonstrate that crowdsourced user reviews can
better reflect the permission requested by apps than app
description in previous work.

As for new apps, SmartPI can infer the permission implica-
tions of apps from application descriptions. In SmartPI, the
application description can be treated as a special user review
provided by developers. SmartPI can identify whether the
new application requests unneeded permission by comparing
the declared permissions in manifest files with the inferred
permissions of apps which provide similar functionalities
fromuser reviews.

To benign and malicious user reviews, SmartPI can effec-
tively identify the permission implications of them. SmartPI
suggests a potential risky app when some permissions can be
inferred from malicious user reviews but failed in analyzing
app descriptions which can be regarded as a special user
reviewwritten by developers. Additionally, SmartPI is a com-
plement to previous work AUTOREB in identifying the mali-
cious user reviewswhich indicate permission implications.

SmartPI assumes that users are honest and the submitted
user reviews are trusted. Malicous attackers could fool
SmartPI by crafting spam user reviews with the information
of permission implication. We will consider how to address
this problem in our future work.
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